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Computational modelling of nematic phase ordering by film and
droplet growth over heterogeneous substrates

BENJAMIN WINCURE and ALEJANDRO D. REY*

Department of Chemical Engineering and McGill Institute of Advanced Materials, McGill University,

3610 University Street, Montreal, Quebec, Canada H3A 2B2

(Received 24 May 2007; accepted in revised form 7 August 2007 )

This paper presents a computational study of defect nucleation associated with the kinetics of
the isotropic-to-nematic phase ordering transition over heterogeneous substrates, as it occurs
in new liquid crystal biosensor devices, based on the Landau–de Gennes model for rod-like
thermotropic nematic liquid crystals. Two regimes are identified due to interfacial tension
inequalities: (i) nematic surface film nucleation and growth normal to the heterogeneous
substrate, and (ii) nematic surface droplet nucleation and growth. The former, known as
wetting regime, leads to interfacial defect shedding at the moving nematic-isotropic interface.
The latter droplet regime, involves a moving contact line, and exhibits two texturing
mechanisms that also lead to interfacial defect shedding: (a) small and large contact angles of
drops spreading over a heterogeneous substrate, and (b) small drops with large curvature
growing over homogeneous patches of the substrate. The numerical results are consistent with
qualitative defect nucleation models based on the kinematics of the isotropic–nematic
interface and the substrate–nematic–isotropic contact line. The results extend current
understanding of phase ordering over heterogeneous substrates by elucidating generic defect
nucleation processes at moving interfaces and moving contact lines.

1. Introduction

Many studies have reported on surface treatments that

cause nematic liquid crystals to orient along a particular

direction, known as the easy axis [1–5]. New research is

now focusing on the methodical quantitative disruption

of these treated surfaces, in the search for new sensor

devices, such as biosensors where the addition of

proteins and/or viruses to the treated surface causes

deformations and defects in a thin nematic liquid-

crystal film after an isotropic-to-nematic phase transi-

tion [6–20]. In these biosensors, the elastic deformations

and defects in the thin nematic film create a macro-

scopic optical signature for the decorated surfaces when

viewed with an optical polarizing microscope [21]. The

optical signature is created from a non-equilibrium

isotropic-to-nematic phase transition where the binding

of biomolecules to the solid surface may influence (i)

where the nematic phase nucleates on the surface, (ii)

the transient growth of isolated nematic domains and

(iii) the coarsening or relaxation of the nematic texture.

Understanding the effect of the adsorbed bioparticles

on these processes is crucial to the development of

surface-based liquid crystal biosensors.

Whereas there is a long tradition of investigating how

deformation and defect densities change during coar-

sening [9, 21–26], much less effort has been directed to

the early stages of the nematic growth process, which

provides the initial conditions for coarsening. These

initial conditions are important as they determine which

nematic texture will be observed in the biosensor. When

complicated decorated surfaces surround a thin liquid

crystal film, we expect that slowly changing metastable

states and multiple steady states are possible. This paper

investigates an isotropic-to-nematic phase transition

using a nucleation and growth model for the liquid

crystal 5CB to explain how nematic deformations and

defects occur under the influence of a propagating

nematic-isotropic interface near a decorated surface.

Once it is understood how the decorated surface and

moving isotropic–nematic fronts interact to create the

initial defects and deformations in the nematic phase, it

should then be possible to better understand, predict,

and manipulate the dynamics and structures of the

observed thin film nematic textures in surface-based

liquid crystal biosensors. This knowledge could then be

applied to increase the reliability, precision and

sensitivity of this new class of biosensor.

During the nematic–isotropic transition, nucleation

corresponds to the first appearance of the nematic phase*Corresponding author. Email: alejandro.rey@mcgill.ca
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as a fluctuation in the original isotropic phase [27].

Typically surface nucleations occur before bulk nuclea-

tions [28, 29]. After nucleation occurs, the growth

process involves the propagation of the stable nematic

phase into the unstable isotropic phase [27]. After

nucleation of the nematic phase occurs at a solid

surface, two mechanisms interact to create texture in the

nematic phase: (i) the heterogeneous substrate, and (ii)

the moving nematic-isotropic interface, i.e. the propa-

gating front. If these external forces have opposing

orienting effects, then deformations and defects form in

the growing nematic phase [30–32]. Deformations and

defects generated during the nematic growth process

may be pinned [9], slowly changing, or annihilated as

the nematic texture expands [9, 21]. As isolated growing

nematic regions come into contact with each other,

some of the propagating nematic–isotropic fronts

disappear, new fronts with discontinuous anchoring

may be formed, and new defects and deformations can

appear, for example, due to the Kibble mechanism [33].

Then the liquid crystal continues to modify its texture in

response to the remaining external forces. Eventually,

when the entire thin film has been converted to the

nematic phase, i.e. the isotropic-nematic interfaces are

no longer present, only the decorated surfaces remain to

coarsen the nematic texture.

Experimental studies of isotropic-to-nematic transi-

tions on different homogeneous or nearly homogeneous

substrates indicate the presence of two possible nuclea-

tion and growth scenarios [34, 35]:

(i) Surface film condensation and growth (wetting

regime): a nematic surface film arises through a

surface phase transition that covers the entire

substrate. This type of surface phase transition

arises because of preferred mesogen/substrate

interactions in the nematic phase, giving rise to

wetting. If we neglect gradient elasticity, the

interfacial tensions for the isotropic/substrate, cis,

nematic/substrate, cns, and nematic/isotropic, cni,

interfaces obey the following inequality:

ciswcnszcin: ð1Þ

Once the nematic surface film forms through a

surface phase transition, then the bulk phase

transition emerges through the propagation of a

phase ordering front travelling in the direction

normal to the substrate. For biosensor applica-

tions, where the substrate is heterogeneous rather

than homogeneous, we still expect that under

wetting conditions a surface film may also arise.

When the substrate is heterogeneous due to

chemical composition or geometric heterogene-

ities, we can expect that even as equation (1)

holds, the surface film will be heterogeneous and

hence film growth will be heterogeneous, as

summarized in figures 1 a and 1 b.

(ii) Surface droplet nucleation and growth (droplet

regime): in this regime small nematic drops arise

on the substrate and once they form the drops

grow through the motion of the isotropic–nematic

interface in the bulk and the motion of the contact

line on the substrate. In this regime the interfacial

tensions are expected to follow the inequality:

cisvcnszcin: ð2Þ

This regime is illustrated in figures 2 a and 2 b.

In this paper, we are interested in establishing the

nature of the texturing processes for both regimes

(wetting and droplet) when the substrate is hetero-

geneous.

Previously, computer simulations of the isotropic-to-
nematic phase transition based on the Landau–de

Gennes model have provided basic understanding on

the statics and dynamics of the process, including

Figure 1. Schematic of phase ordering by surface film nucleation and growth. (a) Due to interfacial tension inequalities, a thin
nematic wetting film arises next to the surface; this is known as a surface phase transition. (b) The film then grows normal to the
substrate by the motion of the nematic-isotropic interface. If the substrate is heterogeneous the nematic phase will exhibit defects.
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interfacial tension, spherulite shapes and the speeds of

propagating fronts [36, 37]. Recently the theory was

used in submicron geometries to shed light on new

defect nucleation processes that occur in nematic

spherulites due to large curvatures and heterogeneities

along the nematic-isotropic interface [38]. In this paper

we extend this work and use the Landau–de Gennes
model to describe the isotropic-to-nematic phase

transition in the presence of heterogeneous substrates,

as in the biosensor device.

The specific objectives of this paper are:

1. To characterize texturing processes during the

isotropic-to-nematic phase transition when the

initial state of the transformation is a heterogeneous

surface film that arises due to a surface phase

transition, and corresponding to the wetting

regime;

2. To characterize texturing processes during the

isotropic-to-nematic phase transition when the

initial state of the transformation is surface droplet

nucleation that grows over a heterogeneous sub-

strate;

3. To develop texture rules applicable to phase

ordering over heterogeneous substrates for film

and droplet growth.

The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2

provides the theory and governing equations that we

use to describe an isotropic-nematic phase transition

near a heterogeneous surface. Section 3 shows the

details of the computational modelling, including the

initial conditions used to simulate nematic nucleation
on the substrate and the time-dependent Dirichlet

boundary conditions used to impose the desired contact

line motion along the substrate. Section 4 discusses the

results of the numerical simulations, which confirm that

both surface melting and interfacial defect shedding will

occur as nucleation and growth of the nematic phase

occurs near heterogeneous surfaces. The numerical

results indicate that nematic drops with large curvature

growing over homogeneous patches of substrate, film

growth over a heterogeneous substrate and large

contact angle flat fronts that move across a hetero-

geneous substrate will each create near-surface disclina-

tions of strength 1/2. Finally, section 5 presents the

conclusions.

2. Theory and governing equations

To describe the kinetics of growth in a thermotropic

isotropic-to-nematic phase transition requires (i) the

spatio-temporal variation of an order parameter that

distinguishes the two phases, (ii) the temperature, which

affects the local driving force for the formation of the

new nematic phase, and (iii) the viscoelastic material

properties [27]. The appropriate order parameter is a

symmetric, traceless second rank tensor Q referred to as

the tensor order parameter, which can describe both the

isotropic phase and the (average molecular) uniaxial

and biaxial ordering of the nematic phase. In defect

zones or at the isotropic-nematic interface, a full

description taking into account the biaxiality of the

system must be considered [39]. Minimizing the familiar

Landau–de Gennes expression, which expresses the free

energy of the system expanded in terms of the tensor

order parameter Q and coefficients that are tempera-

ture-dependent or weakly temperature dependent,

provides the spatial mean-field continuum theory

predictions for nematic liquid crystal textures with

elastic deformations and defects. The dynamical nature

of the isotropic-nematic phase transition and subse-

quent texture formation is predicted from the time-

dependent Ginzburg–Landau (TDGL) equation, a

nonlinear reaction–diffusion equation solved without

explicitly imposing the isotropic–nematic free boundary

[27, 40]. This approach has previously been used to

predict isotropic–nematic front velocities, interface

width, interface biaxiality and texture formations in

growing nematic liquid crystal droplets [36–39].

Figure 2. Schematic of the surface droplet nucleation regime. (a) Initially a drop in the form of a spherical cusp nucleates on the
substrate. (b) The drop grows by the motion of the nematic (N)–isotropic (I) interface and also by the motion of the substrate–
nematic–isotropic contact line. If the cusp has large curvature or if there are heterogeneities on the substrate the nematic phase will
exhibit defects.
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2.1. Tensor order parameter Q

Assuming that the liquid crystal molecules can be

considered as uniaxial rods, the isotropic and nematic

phases are described by a symmetric, traceless second

rank tensor [1]:

Q r, tð Þ~ 1

2
S 3 nn{Ið Þz 1

2
P mm{llð Þ, ð3Þ

where is r defines the location and t the time. The unit

vectors n, m and l form an orthogonal triad which

characterizes the orientation of the phase where n, the

uniaxial director, is the direction of maximum orienta-

tional ordering [41] and m and l are biaxial directors,

along which there may be a secondary preferred

molecular ordering. I is the second rank unit tensor.

Typically, the scalar quantities S (uniaxial scalar order

parameter) and P (biaxial scalar order parameter)

quantify the molecular alignment along the uniaxial

director n and the first biaxial director m, respectively. A

physical interpretation of the tensor order parameter Q is

obtained at a given time by diagonalization of the tensor,

where the directors are given by the eigenvectors and the

scalar order parameters by the associated eigenvalues

[39]. The diagonalization of Q is shown below:

Q~

{S{Pð Þ=2 0 0

0 {SzPð Þ=2 0

0 0 S

0
B@

1
CA, ð4Þ

where

S~n.Q.n, ð5aÞ

P~m.Q.m{l.Q.l: ð5bÞ

Three zero eigenvalues (S50, P50) indicate that the liquid

phase is isotropic, i.e. no preferred molecular ordering. In

the nematic phase, there is preferred molecular ordering,

where the eigenvector associated with the largest absolute

value eigenvalue corresponds to the direction of maximum

orientational ordering, i.e. the uniaxial director. Nematic

liquid crystal phase molecular ordering can be either

uniaxial or biaxial, corresponding to two equal or three

different nonzero eigenvalues, respectively. In the nematic

phase, S51 signifies that the liquid crystal molecules are

aligning exactly with the uniaxial director, while a value of

S521/2 indicates a planar degenerate ordering of the

molecules, i.e. alignment along the plane perpendicular to

the uniaxial director. With three different nonzero

eigenvalues, the nematic liquid crystal phase is biaxial

since the molecules on average have a primary and

secondary preferred direction of ordering [42]. A full

description of the possible combinations for S and P and

their physical interpretation is given elsewhere [42].

2.2. Landau–de Gennes theory of liquid crystal
materials

The Landau–de Gennes theory is a phenomenological

model that expresses the free energy density difference

between the nematic and isotropic bulk liquid crystal

phases as a power series expansion of the tensor order

parameter Q and its gradients +Q. This free energy

density difference is expressed as [1, 43]:

f ~
1

2
a T{T�ð Þtr Q2

� �
{

1

3
B tr Q3

� �
z

1

4
C tr Q2

� �� �2

z
1

2
L1LaQbcLaQbcz

1

2
L2LaQacLbQbc

z
1

2
L3QabLaQcdLbQcd,

ð6Þ

where T is the temperature of the system, tr denotes the

trace operation, T* is the clearing point temperature

below which the isotropic phase is no longer stable, and

a, B, C, L1, L2 and L3 are phenomenological material

constants. For this investigation, the simulations are for

5CB (4-n-49-pentyl-4-cyanobiphenyl), a thermotropic

small molecule liquid crystal that is often used for the

initial development of liquid crystal biosensors [6–7, 44]

and other nanotechnologies [45–47]. For 5CB quenched

to T525uC, the appropriate material parameter values

are T*534.2uC, a50.146106 J m23 K21, B51.86
106 J m23, C53.66106 J m23, L153.0610212 J m21,

L253.0610212 J m21 and L351.5610212 J m21 [48–

52]. The first, second and third terms in equation (6)

are necessary to describe a first-order nematic–isotropic

transition and the other three terms that include

gradients of Q account for the unequal energies associ-

ated with splay, twist and bend elastic deformations in a

liquid crystal such as 5CB [43, 51–52]. Uniaxial nematic

5CB at 25uC exhibits an experimentally determined

equilibrium scalar order parameter of approximately

Seq50.58 [52]. This experimental value, in addition to

the measurements by Coles [48], were used to set the

phenomenological parameters a, B and C.

2.3. Time-dependent Ginzburg–Landau equation

The time evolution of the symmetric and traceless

tensor order parameter Q is governed by the time-

dependent Ginzburg–Landau (TDGL) equation, which

is a gradient flow model for a non-conserved order

parameter such as Q. That is, the rate of change in the

tensor order parameter Q is proportional to the

gradient of the free-energy functional [53]. This reac-

tion-diffusion equation is [53, 54]:

b
LQ

Lt
~{

dF

dQ
~ {

Lf

LQ
z=.

Lf

L=Q

� � s½ �
, ð7Þ
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where b represents a transport coefficient related to the

rotational viscosity (c1) of the liquid crystal material,

b5(2/9)*(c1/Seq
2), dF/dQ denotes the variational deri-

vative operation, F is the free-energy functional, f is the

free energy density and the superscript [s] denotes

symmetric and traceless tensors. Since some operations

on a symmetric traceless tensor do not yield a symmetric

traceless result, we impose symmetry and tracelessness

on all resulting tensors calculated from the right side of

the TDGL equation:

H s½ �~
1

2
Hztrans Hð Þ½ �{ 1

3
tr Hð ÞI, ð8Þ

where H is the calculated tensor from the right side of

the TDGL equation, H[s] is the imposed symmetric

traceless result, trans() is the transpose operation and I

is the unit tensor. After imposing symmetry and

tracelessness, the right side terms of the governing

TDGL equation when combined with the Landau–de

Gennes constitutive equation, in terms of Q and the

gradients of Q, are:

Lf

LQ
~a T{T�ð ÞQij{B QiaQaj{

1

3
QbaQabIij

� �

zCQabQbaQij

z
1

2
L3 LiQcdLiQcd{

1

3
LaQcdLaQcdIij

� �
ð9Þ

and

+.
Lf

L+Q
~L1

L
Lxa

L
Lxa

QijzL2
1

2

L
Lxi

L
Lxa

Qaj

��

z
L

Lxj

L
Lxa

Qai

�
{

1

3

L
Lxb

L
Lxa

Qab

� �
Iij

�

zL3 LbQabLaQijzQab

L
Lxb

L
Lxa

Qij

� �
:

ð10Þ

For a quench to T525uC, the rotational viscosity (c) of

5CB is assumed to be constant at 0.084 N s m22 [55].

2.4. Analytical results based on nematic–isotropic front
dynamics and substrate–nematic–isotropic contact line
dynamics

As mentioned above, in the present paper we investigate

two distinct phase ordering regimes: (i) nematic film

growth normal to the heterogeneous substrate and (ii)

droplet growth over a heterogeneous substrate by

motion of the nematic–isotropic interface in the bulk

and motion of the contact line over the substrate. In the

first wetting regime there is no contact line and the

phase ordering proceeds by the motion of the nematic-

isotropic flat interface. In the second case the initial

state corresponds to partial wetting and a substrate-

nematic-isotropic contact line arises, where the sub-

strate-nematic-isotropic contact line motion and the

isotropic/nematic interface dynamics are coupled.

Hence to characterize film and droplet growth over

heterogeneous substrates, the dynamics of the bulk

front and contact line need to be expressed in terms of

viscoelastic bulk properties and substrate-mesogen

properties.

The bulk motion of the nematic-isotropic interface is

found by deriving the normal component of the

interfacial force balance equation. It has been previously

shown that the force balance equation at the moving

nematic-isotropic interface is given by the sum of loads,

capillary forces, and dissipation [36–38, 56–61]:

bsws~ L:k|{z}
load

z +s
:Tsð Þ:k|fflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflffl}

capillarity

z b Qs :
dQs

dt|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
dissipation

ð11Þ

where bs is the interfacial viscosity, ws is the normal

nematic–isotropic interface velocity, L is the net stress

loading at the transverse interface boundary, k is the

nematic–isotropic interface unit normal, +s is the

interfacial gradient tensor, Ts is the interface stress

tensor, b is the viscosity, Qs is the interface tensor order

parameter and t is time. The load L?k5Lh+Lg has

homogeneous and gradient components:

Lh~ fhh½ �l~DI
{ fhh½ �l~DN

~Dfh,

Lg~{ fg{kk :
Lfg

L+Q
: +Qð ÞTh

� �

l~DI

ð12Þ

where Lh is the homogeneous free energy difference

between the isotropic and nematic phases, and Lg is the

load due to gradient contributions (where contributions

from the isotropic phase are negligible), h is the area

magnification factor, l is the normal coordinate, l5DI is

the location of the isotropic region, l5DN is the location

of the nematic region, and superscript T represents the

transpose operation. For the nematic–isotropic phase

transition, the most significant contribution to the load is

the free energy difference between the isotropic phase

and the nematic phase. For T,T*, this difference is

positive and the load drives the front that replaces the

unstable isotropic phase with the stable nematic phase.

On the other hand the capillary effect (+s?Ts)?k can be

driving or resisting the front, since it is directed along the

centre of curvature. For the nematic–isotropic interface,

the capillary pressure in equation (11) is [37, 38]:

+s
:Tsð Þ:k~ +s

:
ðDI

DN

1{2lHð ÞIszlbð Þ:Tb dl

0
B@

1
CA:k, ð13Þ
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where the bulk stress tensor is given by [37, 38]:

Tb~ fhzfg

� �
I{kk :

Lfg

L+Q
: +Qð ÞT: ð14Þ

For nematic drops growing in an unstable isotropic

phase the capillary forces resist the growth [37, 38].

Furthermore, the presence of tangential gradients of Q

introduces significant capillary forces that locally slow

down the front and lead to the formation of cusps, which

then cause instability and defect shedding [37, 38].

Dissipation, which occurs for a transient surface tensor

order parameter, vanishes for a steady surface tensor

order parameter.

Likewise the dynamics of the substrate–nematic–

isotropic contact line is found by deriving the normal

component of the force balance equation acting on the

line. The exact and lengthy derivation will be given in a

future publication; in this paper we do not use this

equation except for the classification of different

regimes. Based on previous work [62–65] and in

correspondence to the interfacial kinematic equa-

tion (12) we find that the normal velocity of the contact

line w, is:

b‘w‘~

þ

jun

k•Tbð Þd‘z
X
jun

n•Ts

0
B@

1
CA•p

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
load

z +‘•T‘ð Þ•p|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
line tension

z g Q‘ :
dQ‘

dt

� �
•p

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
dissipation

,

ð15Þ

where b, is a line viscosity, Tb is the bulk stress tensor, n
is the tangent unit vector along each interface and

perpendicular to the contact line, p is the normal to the

principal normal to the contact line, g is a viscosity, Q,

is the tensor order parameter at the contact line, and jun

represents the junction at which the three phases meet.

The bulk force appearing in the load term in equa-

tion (15), given in terms of the junction integral is

defined as:
þ

jun

k•Tbð Þd‘~ lim
d?0

X
i

ð

D
ið Þ

d

k•T
ið Þ

b


 �
d‘;

i~isotropic, nematic, substrate

ð16Þ

where k is the unit normal to the circular integration

domain Dd, and the limit lim
d?0

signifies that the junction

integral is the net force at the contact line due to bulk

elasticity. In general, this junction integral forceÞ
jun

k•Tbð Þd‘ acts to expand the contact line and remove

Q-gradients. The junction sum appearing in the load

term in equation (15) is:

X
jun

n•Ts~ lim
d?0

X
i, j

n i, jð Þ•T i, jð Þ
s


 �

e
i, jð Þ

d

~n 1, 2ð Þ•T 1, 2ð Þ
s zn 3, 1ð Þ•T 3, 1ð Þ

s zn 2, 3ð Þ•T 2, 3ð Þ
s

���
���
Ctl

,

ð17Þ

which is a force that acts on the contact line due to the

three interfacial tensions. Here n(i, j) is the unit normal to

the interface and tangential to the (i, j) interface, where in

the present case: i, j5isotropic, nematic, substrate. For

simple fluids the surface stress tensors T i, jð Þ
s are given by:

T i, jð Þ
s ~c i, jð ÞI i, jð Þ

s , ð18Þ

where c(i, j) is the interfacial tension of the (i, j)

interface and I i, jð Þ
s is the unit surface tensor for the (i, j)

interface. In the present case, where the nematic–

isotropic interface moves over the substrate, we have:

isotropic{substrate interface : T I, Sð Þ
s ~c I, Sð ÞI I, Sð Þ

s ; ð19aÞ

isotropic{nematic interface :

T I, Nð Þ
s ~c I, Nð ÞI I, Nð Þ

s {I I, Nð Þ
s

: Lc I, Nð Þ

Lk I, Nð Þ k
I, Nð Þ

� �
;
ð19bÞ

substrate{nematic interface :

T S, Nð Þ
s ~c S, Nð ÞI S, Nð Þ

s {I S, Nð Þ
s

: Lc I, Nð Þ

Lk S, Nð Þ k S, Nð Þ
� �

:
ð19cÞ

The capillary force from the junction sum appearing in

equation (15) will expand the nematic volume and

reduce the isotropic volume when

X
jun

n:Ts
:p~ c I, Sð Þ{c S, Nð Þ{c I, Nð Þ cos h


 �

{n I, Nð Þ: I I, Nð Þ
s

: Lc I, Nð Þ

Lk I, Nð Þ k I, Nð Þ
� �

:p

{n S, Nð Þ: I S, Nð Þ
s

: Lc S, Nð Þ

Lk S, Nð Þ k
S, Nð Þ

� �
:p > 0:

ð20Þ

In the simplest case, when the energy associated with

the contact line is given by an isotropic local free

energy or line tension, the line tension contribution in

equation (15) is:

+‘•T‘ð Þ•p~f‘k, ð21Þ

where k is the line curvature. For the straight contact

line considered here, (+,NT,)Np50 since k50. Finally

the dissipation term in equation (15) for a steady line

tensor order parameter vanishes: Q,:dQ,/dt50. Hence,
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under steady contact line motion, equation (15) sim-

plifies to:

b‘w‘~

þ

jun

k•Tbð Þd‘z
X
jun

n•Ts

0
B@

1
CA•p: ð22Þ

The results summarized in equations (15) and (22)

can now be used to classify and qualitatively characterize

texturing processes in the various kinetic regimes of the

film and droplet phase ordering modes described above.

(i) Film growth: in this regime the kinetics is

independent of equation (22). In the presence of

substrate heterogeneities different front velocities

can be expected across the interface. For a flat

planar interface growing from a patch where the

orientation is tangential to the substrate (n5p,

nz50, z-direction normal to the substrate), the

interface velocity is:

wsð Þn~p~
Dfh

b\ð Þn~p

, ð23Þ

whereas for film growth from a patch where the

director orientation is normal (homeotropic) to the

substrate (n5k) is:

wsð Þn~k~
Dfh

b\ð Þn~k

ð24Þ

As shown elsewhere [37], (bs)n5p.(bs)n5k and

hence we expect that this differential (|(ws)n5k2

(ws)n5p|) in film growth velocity will result in a

cusp formation above the location of the orienta-

tion discontinuity. The distance d above the

interface can be estimated by the following

argument. When the differential speed causes a

step whose amplitude is of the order of the nematic

correlation length j~
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
L1= a T{T�ð Þj j

p �
a defect

will nucleate on the interface (see figure 3 a).

Using equations (23)–(24) we find the distance

from the defect to the substrate with planar

orientation is:

‘p~
bsð Þn~p

bsð Þn~k{ bsð Þn~p

j: ð25Þ

For the present material properties j<20 nm and

the computations (see figure 8) give ,p<70 nm,

which indicates that (bs)n5p/((bs)n5p2(bs)n5k)<
3.5. In what follows we refer to this mechanism as

interfacial defect shedding.

In the region surrounding an anchoring discontinuity

on the substrate, say from planar to homeotropic,

surface melting occurs. For simplicity assuming a one

constant approximation equation (7) reads:

Z{L1+2Q~0, ð26Þ

Figure 3. Texturing processes during phase ordering. The
dark circle denotes a disclination line of strength K and the
black square denotes an orientation discontinuity (switch) on
the substrate. (a) Film growth over heterogeneous substrates
activates interfacial defect shedding (IDS); (b) large curvature
droplet growth over a homogeneous substrate activates IDS;
(c) drops with large contact angles over orientation switches
activates IDS; (d) drops with small contact angles crossing an
orientation switch activates IDS.
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Z~a T{T�ð ÞQ{B Q:Q{
1

3
Q : QI

� �
zCQ : Q Q: ð27Þ

Using polar coordinates (r, Q) centred at the substrate

orientation discontinuity, and assuming a tensor field of

the form:

Q~S r, Qð Þ n Qð Þn Qð Þ{I=3ð Þz
P

3
r, Qð Þ m Qð Þm Qð Þ{dzdzð Þ,

ð28Þ

n~cos Q=2ð Þdxzsin Q=2ð Þdy;

m~{sin Q=2ð Þdxzcos Q=2ð Þdy; l~dz,
ð29Þ

it is found that when P512S, the scalar order para-

meter S obeys [66]:

+2S{
6S{1ð Þ

6r2
{

4

9L1
Z : nn~0: ð30Þ

Hence, as rR0, SR1/6. The reduction in S from
Seq50.58 in the vicinity of the discontinuity is referred

to as surface melting.

(ii) Droplet growth: this regime involves the coupling

between the bulk nematic–isotropic interface

dynamics and the substrate–nematic–isotropic

contact line dynamics. Observation of equa-

tions (11) and (15) indicates that the couplings

enter via the bulk stress tensor Tb and the surface

stress tensor Ts of the nematic–isotropic interface.

Quantifying and characterizing the exact nature of

the wetting/phase ordering coupling requires the

numerical solution to the bulk and interface

equations, which requires specific values for all

the homogeneous and gradient bulk, interface, and

line energies. However, in the absence of such

specific information this paper pursues instead a

parametric study that provides a general picture of

texturing processes of the droplet growth mode

under different wetting/phase ordering regimes by

assuming a priori a specific relationship between

phase ordering and wetting kinematics. We pos-

tulate that three wetting-phase ordering regimes

are possible:

(i) Passive substrate regime: ws5w,

(ii) Wetting driven regime: ws,w,

(iii) Phase ordering driven regime: ws.w,

In this paper we investigate the first two and leave the

third complex case to future work. In terms of

thecontact angle, Q, the passive substrate corresponds

to contact angles close to p/2, whereas the wetting

regime corresponds to small contact angles. We note

that the limiting condition of the wetting regime

(wH%wCL, QR0) is the nucleation of the surface

nematic film. The exact homogeneous and gradient

bulk, interfacial, and line energies that lead to the

selected regimes are left for future work. Here we are

interested in identifying the texturing and defect

nucleation processes that arise for a given wetting-

phase ordering regime. It is noted that surface melting

will always occur, regardless of the contact line speed.

For the passive substrate regime (wH5wCL, Q<p/2)

we find that if the drop nucleates in a homogeneous

region (say, planar) and if the contact angle is large

enough then interfacial defect shedding will occur (see

figure 3 b). The reason is that the nematic–isotropic

interface is no longer homogeneous with respect to

director orientation and hence differential speed creates

an unstable cusp that eventually sheds a defect. For

conditions close to the passive substrate regime the

contact angle is large and close to p/2. When crossing an

orientation discontinuity on the substrate, say from

planar to homeotropic, again leads to interfacial defect

shedding since the interface is heterogeneous: close to

the contact line it is homeotropic and far from the

contact line it will be planar (see figure 3 c).

For the wetting driven regime (wH,wCL sinQ), when

the contact angle is relatively small defect shedding will

not occur within a homogeneous substrate region because

the nematic-isotropic interface is not sufficiently hetero-

geneous to cause a significant speed differential effect. On

the other hand, since the contact angle is relatively small,

when the contact line traverses a substrate discontinuity

the defect shedding mechanism is activated just as in the

case of film growth (see figure 3 d).

Lastly we comment on the overall orientation of the

disclination line that arises through interfacial defect

shedding for both film and drop regimes. The disclina-

tion lines that arise in this work are all of strength K,

and the planar director field around the disclination is

approximately given by:

y~
1

2
Qzc ð31Þ

where the constant c defines the overall orientation of

the defect and y is the director orientation angle at the

radial coordinate r of the polar coordinate system (Q, r)

attached to the defect core [67]. It turns out that

interfacial defect shedding will result in a specific overall

orientation of the defect depending on whether the

process is a film or droplet growth process. For film

processes with planar-homeotropic anchoring, the over-

all orientation of the defect is described by c5p/2 (see

figure 8, 10 ms). For large curvature droplets growing

over a homogeneous homeotropic substrate the overall

orientation of the defect is described by c53p/4

(figure 4, 10 ms); the planar case was not investigated.
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For drops with small contact angles the overall

orientation of the defect is as in the film growth case

(figure 7, 10 ms). Finally for drops spreading with large

contact angles, the overall orientation of the defect is

described by c53p/4 (figure 5, 10 ms).

In partial summary, simple arguments based on

contact line and interfacial front kinetics as well as

discontinuities on the substrate leads to the expectation

of the following texturing processes:

(1) Surface melting: these are subsurface defects that

arise whenever there are substrate discontinuities;

(2) Interfacial defect shedding: this mechanism arises

under droplet growth and under film growth, as

follows. Film growth over a heterogeneous sub-

strate will shed a defect over the discontinuity

(figure 3 a). Droplet growth for sufficiently small

contact angles (wetting regime) over a hetero-

geneous substrate will also shed a defect due to the

same reason as in the film case (figure 3 d). This

mechanism is also activated for droplet growth

over passive and homogeneous substrates because

the nematic-isotropic interface is sufficiently het-

erogeneous (figure 3 b). Finally, a sufficiently

large contact angle moving across discontinuities

also leads to defect shedding (figure 3 c). Below

we show that direct numerical simulation confirms

these predictions.

3. Computational modelling

To better understand the formation of nematic textures

near a decorated surface, we simulate the time evolution

of the tensor order parameter Q in a semi-infinite two-

dimensional computational domain, where the bottom

boundary is the decorated surface. Since the second

rank tensor order parameter (symmetric and traceless)

has five independent components, this requires that five

coupled time-dependent nonlinear partial differential

equations be solved simultaneously. We consider a

quench of 5CB to a temperature of T525uC. For the

droplet mode we focus on one small region along the

surface where 10 nm at the left-most part of the bottom

boundary has nucleated to the nematic phase. From this

small surface nucleation, the nematic phase grows into

the unstable isotropic bulk and along the surface,

resulting in the dynamic formation of a liquid crystal

texture near the solid surface. The rate at which the

nematic phase (i) grows into the bulk and (ii) along the

surface is not necessarily equal, as explained above.

3.1. Initial conditions (nucleation) and the isotropic phase

A surface droplet nucleation is implemented in our

simulations by initially setting the tensor order para-

meter to its nematic value in a small 10 nm region that is

located at the left-most part of the bottom boundary,

with the tensor order parameter in the rest of the

domain set to a very small isotropic value. In the

nucleated region for T525uC, the nematic phase of the

liquid crystal 5CB is uniaxial with S50.5788 and P50

[52]. We assume that a nematic region can grow

undisturbed for at least 2 mm. For surface films, the

Figure 4. Nematic textures for 5CB occurring 1, 3, 5, 7 and
10 ms after an isotropic-to-nematic quench (25uC) for droplet
nucleation on a strongly anchored decorated surface. Growth
of the nematic phase begins from a single nucleation located
within 10 nm on the left of the surface (droplet regime). The
surface has one switch in anchoring such that to the left (right)
of the switch, the liquid crystal surface anchoring is home-
otropic (planar). The speed at which the nematic phase moves
across the surface was set to match that in the bulk
(0.11 m s21). Short white lines5director orientation. White
dots or loops identify defects. Scale bar5100 nm. The darker
(lighter) background indicates a nematic (isotropic) phase. At
3 ms, interfacial defect shedding begins as the high curvature
nematic droplet grows over a homogeneous patch of the
substrate. By 5 ms, this defect mechanism has deposited a +1/2
defect into the bulk nematic phase. In addition, when the
phase transition occurs at the surface anchoring switch, a high
energy region (white) indicates that surface melting has
occurred (5 ms).
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initial state is a thin nematic film where the order

parameter is S50.5788 across the substrate and the

orientation is fixed but heterogeneous.

It is important to maintain appropriate tensor order

parameter values for the isotropic phase that is not in

contact with the growing nematic. Otherwise, as time

progresses, the TDGL model predicts that the entire

domain converts to the nematic phase simultaneously

and instantaneously, rather than through a nucleation

and growth process. We expect that a lower temperature

quench results in a higher density of nucleations and

that the growth of these nucleations occurs at a very fast

time scale. Considering the phase transition at too large

a length and time scale ignores defects and deformations

on the submicron level which may be important to the

formation of the actual textures experimentally

observed in liquid crystal sensors with nano-decorated

surfaces.

To achieve nucleation and growth in the simulations,

the movement of the nematic–isotropic interface is

monitored and the isotropic phase is reset to small

tensor order parameter values ahead of the isotropic

edge of the moving front.

3.2. Boundary conditions

After the nematic phase has initially nucleated on a

small region of the surface, we consider this to trigger

further nematic growth along the surface. Because this

growth along the surface is dynamic, at the bottom

boundary which represents the decorated surface, a

time-dependent Dirichlet boundary condition is used.

Along the decorated surface not yet touched by the

nematic phase, the tensor order parameter Q is set to a

very small isotropic value. Imposing a nematic growth

rate along the decorated surface, the Dirichlet bottom

boundary conditions are recalculated as the numerical

solver steps forward in time. When a region along the

decorated surface is meant to become nematic, its

isotropic tensors along the bottom boundary become

uniaxial nematic tensors (S50.5788, P50). Once

nematic, these bottom boundary tensors are fixed, i.e.

their orientation and magnitude do not change with

time, to represent a strong anchoring surface.

The semi-infinite top, left, and right boundaries are

passive and therefore modelled with Neumann bound-

ary conditions:

Top boundary :
LQ

Ly
~0 ð32Þ

Left and right boundaries :
LQ

Lx
~0 ð33Þ

3.3. Numerical methods

The finite element method software package FEMLAB

3.1a was used to solve the five coupled time-

dependent nonlinear partial differential equations, by

applying the direct UMFPACK solver method and the

Figure 5. Nematic textures for 5CB occurring 1, 2.5, 5, 7 and
10 ms after an isotropic-to-nematic quench (25uC) for droplet
nucleation on a strongly anchored decorated surface. Growth
of the nematic phase begins from a single nucleation located
within 10 nm on the left of the surface (droplet regime). The
surface has one switch in anchoring such that to the left (right)
of the switch, the liquid crystal surface anchoring is planar
(homeotropic). The speed at which the nematic phase moves
across the surface was set to match that in the bulk
(0.11 m s21), so that an 80u contact angle occurs between the
nematic–substrate and nematic–isotropic interfaces at the
anchoring switch. Short white lines5director orientation.
White dots or loops identify defects. Scale bar5100 nm. The
darker (lighter) background indicates a nematic (isotropic)
phase. The large contact angle of 80u at the anchoring switch
triggers interfacial defect shedding (5 ms). By 7 ms, this defect
mechanism has created a bulk +1/2 defect located 25 nm above
the solid surface and 130 nm beyond the anchoring switch.
The overall orientation of this +1/2 defect is given by c53p/4.
The high energy region (white) located exactly at the
anchoring switch on the substrate indicates that surface
melting has also occurred.
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time-dependent backward Euler method. All time steps

taken were smaller than 100 ns. To physically interpret

the calculated tensor order parameter, its eigenvectors

and eigenvalues were calculated using the eig function in

MATLAB. To calculate the free energy of the system,

the free energy density of the system described by the

Landau–de Gennes equation (taking the isotropic phase

as the reference point) was integrated element-wise

using a fourth order numerical quadrature.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Droplet growth regime

4.1.1. Two texturing modes: surface melting and

interfacial defect shedding. Figure 4 shows the dynamic

early stage development of defects and deformations in

the 5CB liquid crystal phase above a strongly anchored

decorated solid surface after an isotropic-to-nematic

quench at 25uC. Growth of the nematic phase begins

from a single surface nucleation located within 10 nm on

the left of the surface. The surface has one switch in

anchoring such that to the left (right) of the switch, the

liquid crystal surface anchoring is homeotropic

(planar). The speed at which the nematic phase moves

across the surface was set to match that in the bulk,

which was 0.11 m s21 due to the chosen 5CB bulk

material parameters (a, B, C, L1, L2, L3 and b given in

section 2.2). The short white lines in figure 4 indicate

the orientation of the nematic director and the white

dots or loops identify defects. The darker (lighter)

background indicates a nematic (isotropic) phase. As

the nematic phase grows from the surface nucleation,

two different high energy defect regions appear: (i) at

the surface, where the anchoring changes from

homeotropic to planar, and (ii) in the bulk before the

nematic phase contacts the anchoring switch, i.e.

140 nm above the solid surface and 250 nm to the

right of the nematic surface nucleation. To avoid the

high free energy of an extreme nematic surface

orientation gradient, surface melting occurs exactly at

the homeotropic-planar anchoring switch creating a

defect. In contrast, the bulk defect forms due to an

anchoring conflicting at the highly curved advancing

isotropic-nematic interface. As the front advances, the

interfacial anchoring conflict is resolved by leaving

behind a +1/2 bulk defect. This situation is known as

interfacial defect shedding, a new recently predicted

defect forming mechanism observed in simulations for

growing nematic nanodroplets [36–38, 68]. In the

nanodroplet simulations, an advancing high curvature

isotropic–nematic interface leads to opposing nematic

anchoring along the moving isotropic–nematic

interface, defect cores form within the interface, and

then +1/2 defects are shed from the interface into the

bulk nematic phase.

4.1.2. Contact angle. Imposing a new speed for the

contact line along the solid surface yields different contact

angles between the isotropic–nematic interface and the

solid surface. Table 1 shows three different contact line

speeds and the resulting contact angle when the nematic

phase arrives at a planar-to-homeotropic anchoring

switch located 500 nm from the initial surface nuclea-

tion. For example, when the nematic front moves with the

same velocity (i) in the bulk and (ii) along the surface, it

makes a contact angle of 80u with the solid surface at the

anchoring switch. When the nematic front travels 1.5

times faster along the surface than in the bulk, a much

smaller 35u contact angle occurs at the anchoring switch.

Figures 5–7 show the computational results for a

strongly anchored flat solid surface with one planar-to-

homeotropic anchoring switch located 500 nm from the

initial nematic surface nucleation, where the contact

angle at the surface switch is 80u, 35u and 20u,
respectively. In all of these figures there is, not

surprisingly, a defect occurring at the surface at the

anchoring switch due to surface melting. In contrast, for

bulk defects, the contact angle determines if interfacial

defect shedding occurs and the overall orientation of the

+1/2 defect. In figure 5, the larger contact angle of 80u at

the anchoring switch yields a +1/2 bulk defect with

c53p/4 that is 25 nm above the solid surface and 130 nm

beyond the anchoring switch.

However, for a contact angle of 35u (figure 6),

whereas the surface switch still causes an orientation

transition along the isotropic-nematic interface, the

resulting gradient in the interfacial tensor order para-

meter is not enough to nucleate a bulk defect.

A smaller contact angle of 20u (figure 7), does create a

+1/2 bulk defect through interfacial defect shedding. In

contrast to the +1/2 bulk defect created from an 80u
contact angle (figure 5), the +1/2 bulk defect due to a

contact angle of 20u (figure 7) has an overall orientation

described by c5p/2. In addition, the bulk defect created at

the smaller contact angle occurs sooner after the surface

anchoring switch, but farther above the solid surface.

Table 1. Contact angle and contact line speeds.

Bulk speed
(nematic–isotropic

interface)
/m s21

Contact line
speed
/m s21

Contact angle
(500 nm from

surface nuclea-
tion)/u

Figure 5 0.11 0.11 80
Figure 6 0.11 1.560.11 35
Figure 7 0.11 260.11 20
Figure 8 0.11 &0.11 0
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4.2. Film growth regime

In figure 8, the nematic phase nucleates along the entire

solid substrate and then grows normal to the surface into

the bulk. This type of behaviour has been observed for

5CB on rubbed PVA surfaces where the nematic phase

nucleates a uniform layer adjacent to the substrate rather

than at the scratches or substrate defects which are

usually thought to act as nucleation sites [34]. This

nematic film nucleation is believed to be crucially related

to the existence of a highly ordered layer in the isotropic

phase next to the ordering solid substrate, i.e. a

Figure 6. Nematic textures for 5CB occurring 0.4, 2, 3.5, 6
and 10 ms after an isotropic-to-nematic quench (25uC) for
droplet nucleation on a strongly anchored decorated surface.
Growth of the nematic phase begins from a single nucleation
located within 10 nm on the left of the surface (droplet
regime). The surface has one switch in anchoring such that to
the left (right) of the switch, the liquid crystal surface
anchoring is planar (homeotropic). The contact line speed
was set to 1.560.11 m s21, so that a 35u contact angle occurs
between the nematic–substrate and nematic–isotropic inter-
faces at the anchoring switch. Short white lines5director
orientation. White dots or loops identify defects. Scale
bar5100 nm. The darker (lighter) background indicates a
nematic (isotropic) phase. The contact angle of 35u at the
anchoring switch does not cause extreme interfacial ordering
gradients along the isotropic–nematic interface so interfacial
defect shedding is not triggered. Instead, the nematic phase
texture shows a smooth deformation away from the planar
orientation when moving above the homeotropic anchored
surface. The high energy region (white) located exactly at the
anchoring switch on the substrate (10 ms) indicates that surface
melting has occurred.

Figure 7. Nematic textures for 5CB occurring 0.4, 2, 3.5, 4.5
and 10 ms after an isotropic-to-nematic quench (25uC) for
droplet nucleation on a strongly anchored decorated surface.
Growth of the nematic phase begins from a single nucleation
located within 10 nm on the left of the surface (droplet
regime). The surface has one switch in anchoring such that to
the left (right) of the switch, the liquid crystal surface
anchoring is planar (homeotropic). The speed at which the
nematic phase moves across the surface was set to
260.11 m s21, so that a 20u contact angle occurs between
the nematic–substrate and nematic–isotropic interfaces at the
anchoring switch. Short white lines5director orientation.
White dots or loops identify defects. Scale bar5100 nm. The
darker (lighter) background indicates a nematic (isotropic)
phase. The small contact angle of 20u at the anchoring switch
triggers interfacial defect shedding (3.5 ms). By 4.5 ms, this
defect mechanism has created a bulk +1/2 defect with c5p/2
located 100 nm above the solid surface just beyond the
anchoring switch. The high energy region (white) located
exactly at the anchoring switch on the substrate (10 ms)
indicates that surface melting has also occurred.
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paranematic phase, and is analogous to the condensation

of a vapour on a wet substrate [34]. The same decorated

surface of figures 5–7 is also used in figure 8. As the

isotropic–nematic interface grows up from the flat

decorated substrate, a +1/2 bulk defect forms at 70 nm

directly above the solid surface anchoring switch.

Figure 8 illustrates clearly some of the important

characteristics for interfacial defect shedding from a

relatively flat interface. When the nematic phase

nucleates as a uniform layer along the flat solid

decorated surface, it begins to grow upwards into the

unstable isotropic phase. After a short time of 0.4 ms,

the nematic phase is found only within 25 nm of the

surface and the nematic texture is controlled by the solid

surface anchoring i.e. the nematic is weakly anchored at

the isotropic-nematic interface. Using a material such as

5CB that is even only slightly elastically anisotropic

(bend energy penalty.splay energy penalty.twist

energy penalty), our simulations indicate that as the

nematic continues to grow, the structure of the nematic–

isotropic interface is not identical at all points. In our

computational results, the orientation at and within the

moving interface is not imposed, but rather is self-

selected as the system grows the nematic phase into the

isotropic phase to minimize its free energy. As nematic

growth continues, the distinct regions of homeotropic

and planar orientation along the isotropic-nematic

interface correspond to different interface structures.

Figures 9–10 plot the eigenvalues for the planar and

homeotropically anchored interface structures, respec-

tively. Such differences in isotropic-nematic interface

structures have also been observed by others using a

similar Landau–de Gennes model [40]. An analysis of

the eigenvalues in figure 10 indicates that when the

nematic orientation is normal to the interface, a uniaxial

nematic-to-isotropic structure with no rotation of the

eigenframe occurs across the small (,50 nm) isotropic–

nematic interface region. However, when the nematic

director is planar to the interface (figure 9), there is a

more complicated ordering structure that occurs across

a larger (,90 nm) interface: (i) uniaxial nematic to (ii)

biaxial state to (iii) planar degenerate biaxial state with

an orthogonal director to (iv) isotropic. The orthogonal

director transition between the first and second biaxial

states is due to an eigenvalue exchange. The evolution

of both homeotropic and planar anchoring at the

nematic interface occurs because the interfacial anchor-

ing is weak enough that the interfacial tension alone

does not dictate the nematic anchoring. As the nematic–

isotropic interface moves further from the solid surface,

the result of this energetically driven optimization along

the nematic-isotropic interface results in a triple line at

the nematic front where the nematic, biaxial and

Figure 8. Nematic textures for 5CB occurring 0.4, 1.3, 2, 2.5
and 10 ms after a nematic surface film arises through a surface
phase transition that covers the entire substrate (wetting
regime, cis.cns+cin) after an isotropic-to-nematic quench
(25uC) on a strongly anchored decorated surface. The
isotropic–nematic interface then grows up from the decorated
substrate. The surface has one switch in anchoring such that to
the left (right) of the switch, the liquid crystal surface anchoring
is planar (homeotropic). Short white lines5director orienta-
tion. White dots or loops identify defects. Scale bar5100 nm.
The darker (lighter) background indicates a nematic (isotropic)
phase. At 0.4 ms, the nematic phase is found within 25 nm of the
surface and the nematic texture is controlled by the solid
surface anchoring, i.e. the nematic is weakly anchored at the
isotropic–nematic interface. By 1.3 ms, a triple line occurs at the
nematic front where the nematic, biaxial and uniaxial interface
phases meet at a high energy region with opposing nematic
directors. As the front advances, the high free energy region is
trapped into the nematic phase, through the interfacial defect
shedding mechanism, in the form of a disclination ring (2 ms),
which shrinks to a +1/2 bulk defect with c5p/2 located 70 nm
directly above the anchoring switch (2.5 ms). Given that this
defect does not move or disappear (10 ms), the computational
results suggest that bulk defects created by interfacial defect
shedding are stable with respect to the decorated surface during
the early stage dynamics of nematic phase formation. The high
energy region (white) located exactly at the anchoring switch
on the substrate indicates that surface melting also occurs very
soon after the nematic surface film forms (0.4 ms).
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uniaxial interface phases meet at a high energy region

with opposing nematic directors (figure 8, 1.3 ms). As

the front advances, the high free energy region is

trapped into the nematic phase in the form of a

disclination ring (figure 8, 2 ms), which shrinks to a +1/

2 bulk defect (figure 8, 2.5 ms). Given that this defect

does not move or disappear even after 10 ms, the

computational results suggest that bulk defects created

by interfacial defect shedding are stable with respect to

the decorated surface during the early stage dynamics of

nematic phase formation.

4.3. Multiple anchoring switches

Next, a decorated surface with multiple anchoring

switches is considered. This situation is of interest as

previous numerical simulations for 5CB texture coar-

sening have indicated that when nanoparticles adsorb to

and disrupt aligning solid surfaces, their adsorption

pattern, in addition to the total surface coverage of the

nanoparticles, has an important influence on the bulk

nematic texture [69]. In figure 11, the decorated surface

contains four surface anchoring switches between five

Figure 9. Eigenvalues across a planar anchored biaxial nematic–isotropic interface. Since the nematic director is planar to the
interface, there is a complicated ordering structure that occurs across the large (,90 nm) interface: (i) uniaxial nematic to (ii) biaxial
state to (iii) planar degenerate biaxial state with an orthogonal director to (iv) isotropic. The orthogonal director transition between
the first and second biaxial states is due to an eigenvalue exchange.

Figure 10. Eigenvalues across a homeotropic anchored uniaxial nematic–isotropic interface. Since the nematic orientation is
normal to the interface, a simple uniaxial nematic-to-isotropic structure with no rotation of the eigenframe and no biaxiality occurs
across the small (,50 nm) isotropic–nematic interface region.
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patches of alternating planar and homeotropic anchor-

ing. After the nematic front has passed the first planar-

to-homeotropic surface anchoring switch (figure 11,

2.5 ms), a streak of high energy occurs in the nematic

material 25 nm above the homeotropically anchored

surface. However, because of the high curvature of the

isotropic-nematic interface, a bulk defect does not form

above the homeotropic surface. This combination of

an anchoring switch and a highly curved isotropic–

nematic interface prevents interfacial defect shedding.

Then the isotropic–nematic interface shape becomes less

curved as it moves towards the second planar-to-

homeotropic anchoring switch (figure 11, 8 ms) because

the nematic region is expanding. Here, the contact

between a flatter isotropic-nematic interface and the

anchoring switch does cause interfacial defect shedding

and a +1/2 bulk defect situated 25 nm above the second

patch of solid surface homeotropic anchoring is shed

from the isotropic-nematic interface into the bulk

nematic phase. Figures 4, 5 and 11 illustrate that

knowledge of the curvature of the isotropic–nematic

interface and the surface decoration is important when

determining how and why bulk defects will form during

the early stages in a nematic phase growing above a flat

decorated surface.

4.4. Free energy

Figure 12 is a typical result from the above simulations,

where the total free energy of the system decreases as

the propagating front reduces the isotropic volume

fraction. The nematic–isotropic interface in our simula-

tions moves with a self-selected bulk velocity of

0.11 m s21 at the isotropic edge of the interface due to

the material properties of 5CB. In addition, figure 12

shows that the average free energy density of the non-

isotropic region, i.e. the nematic and interface regions

taken together also decreases during the growth process.

This indicates that the reduction of the isotropic volume

fraction is not the only source of free energy optimiza-

tion, but that dynamic changes in structure within

the combined nematic and interface regions also

contribute to reduce the free energy of the system.

Since we do not observe a complete alignment of the

bulk nematic phase nor do we observe uniform

anchoring along the isotropic–nematic interface, the

model must be dynamically minimizing the average free

energy density of the two regions taken together. This

helps to explain why the model predicts dynamic

nematic textures that lead to interfacial defect shedding

and +1/2 bulk defects above a decorated surface, in

addition to the expected surface melting at anchoring

switches.

Figure 11. Nematic textures for 5CB occurring 0.4, 2.5, 5, 8 and
10 ms after an isotropic-to-nematic quench (25uC) for droplet
nucleation on a strongly anchored decorated surface. Growth of
the nematic phase begins from a single nucleation located within
10 nm on the left of the surface (droplet regime). The decorated
surface contains four surface anchoring switches between five
patches of alternating planar and homeotropic strong anchoring.
The speed at which the nematic phase moves across the surface
was set to match that in the bulk (0.11 m s21). Short white
lines5director orientation. White dots or loops identify defects.
Scale bar5100 nm. The darker (lighter) background indicates a
nematic (isotropic) phase. The high energy regions (white) located
exactly at each anchoring switch on the substrate indicate surface
melting has occurred (10 ms). After the nematic front has passed
the first planar-to-homeotropic surface anchoring switch (2.5 ms),
a streak of high energy occurs in the nematic material 25 nm above
the homeotropically anchored surface. But the combination of an
anchoring switch and a highly curved isotropic-nematic interface
prevents interfacial defect shedding. As the isotropic-nematic
interface propagates forward, its shape becomes less highly curved
because the nematic region is expanding (5 ms). After encountering
the second planar-to-homeotropic surface anchoring switch
(8 ms), contact between a flatter isotropic-nematic interface and
the anchoring switch does cause interfacial defect shedding and a
+1/2 bulk defect with c53p/4 situated 25 nm above the second
patch of solid surface homeotropic anchoring occurs. This figure
illustrates that knowledge of the curvature of the isotropic–
nematic interface and the surface decoration is important when
determining how and why bulk defects will form during the early
stages in a nematic phase growing above a flat decorated surface.
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5. Conclusions

In conclusion, the TDGL model and a Landau–de

Gennes constitutive equation are based on the principle

that the driving force for the isotropic-to-nematic phase

transition is a free energy minimization, where at 25uC,

liquid crystal 5CB prefers to be in the nematic, rather than

the isotropic, phase. As more system volume is converted

from isotropic to nematic material by the propagating

isotropic-nematic front, the free energy of the system

decreases. In addition, the model predicts an additional

dynamic reduction of the free energy by decreasing the

average free energy density within the bulk nematic and

the isotropic-nematic interfacial region, all while under

the constraint of a strong anchored decorated solid

surface. Because of this coupling, the ordering structure

within the nematic-isotropic interface is modified and

bulk nematic distortions develop. According to our

computational results, this can lead to interfacial defect

shedding where a defect core forms in the moving

isotropic–nematic interface and then sheds into the bulk

nematic phase to create a +1/2 defect. Interfacial defect

shedding and surface melting at anchoring switches are

both responsible for the formation of defects near a

decorated strong anchoring solid surface in early stage

nematic textures. Interfacial defect shedding occurs at

highly curved nematic–isotropic interfaces next to uni-

form solid surfaces or from a flatter nematic–isotropic

interface whose contact line crosses a solid surface

anchoring switch with the appropriate contact angle.

Figure 3 gives a summary of the interface defect shedding

texturing processes beyond the expected surface melting.

Drops with large curvature growing over homogeneous

patches, film growth over a switch, and large contact

angle flat fronts over a switch all create near-surface

disclinations of strength K. The transient development of

different isotropic-nematic interface transitions, proxi-

mity to a flat strongly anchored decorated surface, and

the curvature of the propagating each play an important

role in early stage nematic texturing.

These new results contribute to the on going develop-

ment of new liquid crystal-based biosensors, where the

sensor signal is based on texturing processes that are

generated at heterogeneous substrates. More precise

models will have to solve the contact line equations

coupled to the bulk equation in 3D geometries.
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